“Stairway To Heaven”
The Spiral Staircase Challenge!
Spiral staircase installs are still very much alive. Sometimes we are asked to
design and install spiral staircases for new residential homes or unit
complexes, or even properties that have been long established, where
owners are in need of a replacement staircase for an old existing rusty or
unsafe spiral staircase.
This means that access can sometimes be quite high and hard to reach. We
thought you might like to see how we approached this one job a few years
back.
Read on….

Arial Cranes are sometimes a good solution when you need heavy loads
lifted in tricky places. Normally a ground crane is fine for most spiral
staircases.

One of our spiral stair cases successfully air - lifted and fixed in position.

Still the #1 staircase design for small tight spaces, spiral staircases are
definitely worth considering for your project. Staircase design & installs are a
specialty at Custom Metal Solutions.
We like to try and make the process as straight forward as possible because
this sort of design and install requires the right expert advice.
We can organise one of our experienced tradesman to not only come out to
your job to measure, but also manufacture the staircase here in our factory
and then return to install it as well. So the whole process is managed by the
one person right through to completion…I doubt you’ll need a helicopter!

Recent…spiral
staircases fresh out of
our powder coating
booth and ready to be
transported out to one
of our customers for
Installation.

Are you’re looking for the right advice
to solve your Spiral Staircase
challenges….
Do you currently have challenges with an old or potentially un-safe spiral stair
case? Perhaps you’re looking for a new option in a confined area of your new
home.
Why not consider Custom Metal Solutions for a quotation today.
Thanks..we value your input. Please Hit like if this article was educational for
you today…
If you would also like a quotation please contact us by

clicking here.
All the best.
Regards Scott.

